The pictures of products and the measurements in this catalogue are for illustration purposes only. Actual products may vary. Product changes are reserved.
INDIVIDUALISED MOBILITY

The demands CYBEX places on the development and manufacture of its strollers are based on a simple aim: to provide modern parents with the best equipment available. The new PRIAM is our calling card. Inspired by the clear, timeless design of Ray and Charles Eames, CYBEX has developed a stroller that is not only especially practical and robust, but also a true designer piece.

With its products, CYBEX wants to enable parents to express their style-savvy and trendsetting fashion sense as a family. That’s why CYBEX designed the new PRIAM, with its sophisticated look, pure aesthetic lines and high-quality materials.

And since true design is distinguished by its practicality, the new PRIAM is especially handy. Its new 4-in-1 travel system can be individually customised, using just one frame. With the comfortable LITE Cot or LUX Carry Cot, the system transforms into a cosy bed on wheels. Paired with the award-winning CYBEX infant car seats, it becomes an agile mobile support. Later, the PRIAM serves small children as a safe, comfortable travel companion whose sitting direction can be individually adjusted.
4-IN-1 TRAVEL SYSTEM

- PRIAM FRAME WITH PRIAM LUX CARRY COT
- PRIAM WITH LITE COT
- PRIAM FRAME WITH CLOUD Z
- PRIAM FRAME WITH PRIAM SEAT PACK
Configure your PRIAM according to your individual wishes. Choose between four frame colours, many different seat packs, and use your PRIAM as a 4-in-1 travel system with matching LUX Carry Cot, LITE Cot and your CYBEX or gb infant car seat.

**FRAME**

- ROSEGOLD
- CHROME WITH BROWN DETAILS
- CHROME WITH BLACK DETAILS
- MATT BLACK

**SEAT PACK**

- INDIGO BLUE
- MANHATTAN GREY
- TRUE RED
- FANCY PINK
- PREMIUM BLACK
- REBELLIOUS
- KOI
- BIRDS OF PARADISE
- SPACE ROCKET BY ANNA K
- PREMIUM BLACK
- SILVER GREY
- VICTORY BLACK
LUX CARRY COT

- Indigo Blue
- Manhattan Grey
- True Red
- Fancy Pink
- Premium Black

Fashion Collections:
- Rebellious
- Koi
- Birds of Paradise
- Space Rocket by Anna K

Cybex for Scuderia Ferrari:
- Ferrari Silver Grey
- Ferrari Victory Black

PREMIUM BLACK WITH ROSEGOLD

LITE COT

- Indigo Blue
- Manhattan Grey
- Premium Black

PREMIUM BLACK WITH ROSEGOLD

CLOUD Z

- Midnight Blue
- Manhattan Grey
- Autumn Gold
- Passion Pink
- Stardust Black

Fashion Collections:
- Rebellious
- Koi
- Birds of Paradise
- Space Rocket by Anna K

Cybex for Scuderia Ferrari:
- Ferrari Silver Grey
- Ferrari Victory Black

STARDUST BLACK WITH ROSEGOLD
PIRAM FUNCTIONS

ONE-HAND FOLDING MECHANISM
The PRIAM can be folded with one hand into a self-standing package

FLAT, ERGONOMIC LYING POSITION
Due to the PRIAM’s full-lie flat position, it can be used from birth

REVERSIBLE SEAT UNIT
The PRIAM LUX Seat can be used parent- or forward-facing

INFORMATION: measurements PRIAM frame folded with LUX Seat and Seat Pack (incl. wheels): L 845 x W 490 x H 290; weight: 12.6 kg
THE PRIAM WITH SKIS
Winter in the city: with the ski attachment to replace the front wheels, the PRIAM can be transformed into a stylish snowmobile.

BEACH-MODE
When faced with ledges and curbs or when out at a sandy beach or in the forest, the PRIAM easily converts into two-wheel mode — manageable with just one hand and without having to remove the seat unit.

EXTRA-LARGE SHOPPING BASKET
The PRIAM impresses with its spacious and easily accessible shopping basket that can be extended if needed. The basket provides plenty of room for spontaneous and stress-free shopping trips with your child.

SEAT AT TABLE HEIGHT
The seat height of the PRIAM is perfectly aligned with the average table height (80 cm) so that it can be used on the go as a mobile child seat in restaurants or cafés.
PRIAM FRAME

The PRIAM frame is available in rosegold, chrome and matt black and impresses with its elegant and luxurious design.

- **ONE-HAND FOLD**
  Transforms into a compact self-standing package

- **HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR**
  Made from high-quality leather-like material

- **LIGHT ALUMINIUM FRAME**
  Stable, light and easy to handle

- **ALL-WHEEL SUSPENSION**
  For a smooth, calm and comfortable ride

- **FOOT BRAKE**
  Easy to use

- **SWIVEL FRONT WHEELS**
  Can be locked for stability on uneven surfaces

- **BUMPER BAR**
  Made from high-quality leather-like material, can be opened at either side and rotated for easy entrance

- **SHOPPING BASKET**
  Extra-large and expandable (max. load 5 kg)

- **ALL-TERRAIN WHEELS**
  Puncture-proof rubber wheels thanks to foam filling

**FRAME ROSEGOLD**
COLOURS

The PRIAM frame and LUX Seat are included in delivery.
(Seat Pack to be bought separately)

PRIAM ROSEGOLD
519002299

e-PRIAM ROSEGOLD
519002627

PRIAM MATT BLACK
519002297

e-PRIAM MATT BLACK
519002625

PRIAM CHROME
WITH BROWN DETAILS
519002295

e-PRIAM CHROME
WITH BROWN DETAILS
519002623

PRIAM CHROME
WITH BLACK DETAILS
519003499

e-PRIAM CHROME
WITH BLACK DETAILS
519003509
PRIAM LUX SEAT

From birth up to 17 kg (approx. 4 years) for PRIAM and e-PRIAM

- **EXTENDABLE XXL SUN CANOPY**
  - With UPF50+ sun protection and mesh insert for improved air circulation

- **REVERSIBLE SEAT**
  - Can be installed to face forward or rearward

- **Padded Harness**
  - Soft and cosy for extra comfort

- **MEMORY BUTTONS**
  - The LUX Seat can be clicked on and off with ease

- **HIGHCHAIR FUNCTION**
  - The seat is perfectly aligned with typical table heights

- **LENGREST**
  - Individually adjustable to three positions

- **RECLINE FUNCTION**
  - Can be reclined into four positions, including completely flat, using only one hand (for use from birth)

- **COMFORTABLE SEAT INLAY**
  - Offers convenient support and comfort

- **MEMORY BUTTONS**
  - The LUX Seat can be clicked on and off with ease

- **REVERSIBLE SEAT**
  - Can be installed to face forward or rearward

- **Padded Harness**
  - Soft and cosy for extra comfort

- **HIGHCHAIR FUNCTION**
  - The seat is perfectly aligned with typical table heights

- **LENGREST**
  - Individually adjustable to three positions

- **RECLINE FUNCTION**
  - Can be reclined into four positions, including completely flat, using only one hand (for use from birth)
INFORMATION: measurements folded incl. LUX Seat and Seat Pack (incl. wheels): L 845 x W 490 x H 290
weight PRIAM incl. LUX Seat and Seat Pack: 12.6 kg

PIRAM
SEAT PACK

COLOURS
SEAT PACK
(includes sun canopy, harness padding, comfort inlays and the legrest cover)

FANCY PINK 519002327
PREMIUM BLACK 519002319
TRUE RED 519002326
MANHATTAN GREY 519002321
INDIGO BLUE 519002323
PRIAM LUX CARRY COT

From birth up to 9 kg (approx. 6 months) for PRIAM and ePRIAM

- **SUN CANOPY**
  - With UPF30+ sun protection

- **INTEGRATED CARRY HANDLE**
  - Integrated in sun canopy for balanced carrying

- **EXTENDABLE VISOR**
  - Offers extra shade

- **PANORAMA VIEW AND SKY VIEW**
  - 2 different mesh windows for improved air circulation and a great view

- **MEMORY BUTTONS**
  - For easily clicking the PRIAM LUX Carry Cot on and off

- **BREATHABLE MATTRESS**
  - For maximum comfort and health

- **INTERIOR**
  - 100% cotton
INFORMATION: measurements PRIAM LUX Carry Cot in mm: L 860 x W 460 x H 620 (open sun canopy); L 860 x W 460 x H 340 (closed sun canopy); weight: PRIAM LUX Carry Cot: 4.9 kg
LITE COT
From birth up to 17 kg (approx. 4 years) for PRIAM, e-PRIAM and MIOS

BREATHABLE MATTRESS
For extra comfort

SEAT LINER
Can be used separately

WINDSTOPPER
Optimal all-round protection against wind, cold, rain and sunshine

NEW LITE COT ON PRIAM

CYBEX PLATINUM
COLOURS

PREMIUM BLACK 519002663
MANHATTAN GREY 519002673
INDIGO BLUE 519002683

FUNCTIONS

2-IN-1 LITE COT
The new LITE Cot can be used up to approx. 4 years. In the first months up to 9 kg (approx. 6 months) as a newborn cot and later as an effective windstopper.

FOLDS UP WITH STROLLER
Extendable fabric for folding up with the stroller

INFORMATION: measurements PRIAM frame incl. LUX Seat, Seat Pack and LITE Cot folded-up in mm (incl. wheels): L 950 x W 600 x H 400 weight PRIAM incl. LUX Seat, Seat Pack and LITE Cot: 13.5 kg
With the e-PRIAM, CYBEX uniquely combines the luxurious design and functionality of the new PRIAM with the smart technology and comfort of an e-bike.

AVAILABLE EARLY 2019
The intelligent functions of the e-PRIAM make everyday life easier for modern parents and turn hilly cities and uneven terrain into child’s play. The unique uphill and downhill assistance make ascents and descents as effortless as flat terrain. And because not all paths are uniformly smooth, the e-PRIAM smartly adapts to the respective surface. Whether cobblestones, sand, forest paths, snow or gravel, the e-PRIAM is a breeze to manoeuvre.
THE NEW LIGHTNESS

The new MIOS is a milestone in terms of compactness, flexibility and design language – developed as an elegant and practical companion for modern families.

Extra robust with minimal weight, it supports an active and adventurous lifestyle. The MIOS has been designed to easily overcome all the obstacles of the urban jungle, navigating through the challenges of urban centres with ease and agility.

As with the PRIAM, the new, elegant look of the MIOS ensures that parents can express their style-savvy and trendsetting fashion sense. The design of the MIOS makes an especially high-end impression – thanks to pure, aesthetic lines and high-quality materials.

Its lightweight frame makes the MIOS seem as light as a feather. Its retro-modern design language is complemented by fine, breathable mesh to ensure a balanced climate. In addition, the revolutionary 4-in-1 MIOS travel system allows the use of different attachments on a single frame.

With the comfortable LITE Cot or LUX Carry Cot, the MIOS is transformed into a luxurious cocoon on wheels. Paired with the award-winning CYBEX infant car seats, it becomes an agile mobile support.

Later, the MIOS frame serves somewhat older children as a safe, comfortable travel companion whose sitting direction can be individually adjusted.
TRAVEL SYSTEM

MIOS FRAME WITH MIOS LUX CARRY COT

MIOS WITH LITE COT

MIOS FRAME WITH CLOUD Z

MIOS FRAME WITH MIOS SEAT PACK
Configure your MIOS according to your individual wishes. Choose between four frame colours, many different Seat Packs and use your MIOS as a 4-in-1 travel system with matching LUX Carry Cot, LITE Cot and your CYBEX or gb infant car seat.

### FRAME

- ROSEGOLD
- CHROME WITH BROWN DETAILS
- CHROME WITH BLACK DETAILS
- MATT BLACK

### SEAT PACK

- INDIGO BLUE
- MANHATTAN GREY
- TRUE RED
- FANCY PINK
- PREMIUM BLACK

#### FASHION COLLECTIONS

- REBELLIOUS
- KOI
- BIRDS OF PARADISE
- SPACE ROCKET BY ANNA K

#### CYBEX FOR SCUDERIA FERRARI

- FERRARI SILVER GREY
- FERRARI VICTORY BLACK
MIOS FUNCTIONS

INFORMATION: measurements of folded MIOS frame with seat unit and LUX Seat Pack in mm (including wheels):
L 650 x W 500 x H 290; weight: 9.9 kg

BREATHTABLE AND LIGHT
The seat’s breathable mesh fabric supports the lightweight aspect as well as the climate regulation of the child.

SMALL FOOTPRINT
Thanks to its small footprint and front swivel wheels, the MIOS elegantly handles even the narrowest of paths with ease. Be it at the entrance to the subway or in the chic boutiques of this world.

REVERSIBLE SEAT UNIT
Whether forward or rearward-facing, the seat unit can be turned in the desired direction in an instant.
FLAT, ERGONOMIC LYING POSITION
Can be reclined to four different comfortable positions using one hand.

ONE-HAND FOLDING MECHANISM
The MIOS can be folded into a self-standing compact package using only one hand.

EXTENDABLE XXL SUN CANOPY
With UPF50+ sun protection and viewing window.

ALL-WHEEL SUSPENSION
Smooth all-wheel suspension provides a comfortable ride.
MIOS FRAME

The MIOS frame is available in rosegold, chrome or matt black and impresses with its elegant luxurious design.

- **ONE-HAND FOLD**: Transforms it into a compact self-standing package
- **HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HANDLE BAR**: Made from high-quality leather-like material
- **BUMPER BAR**: Made from high-quality leather-like material, can be opened at either side for easy entrance
- **LIGHT ALUMINIUM FRAME**: Stable, light, and easy to handle
- **FRONT SWIVEL WHEELS**: Can be locked for stability on uneven surfaces
- **PUNCTURE-PROOF WHEELS**: Profiled wheels for more grip
- **FOOT BRAKE**: Easy to use
- **SHOPPING BASKET**: To store your belongings (max. load 5 kg)
- **ALL-WHEEL SUSPENSION**: For a smooth, calm and comfortable ride

**NEW**

**MIOS FRAME**

The MIOS frame is available in rosegold, chrome or matt black and impresses with its elegant luxurious design.
COLOURS

The MIOS frame and LUX Seat are included in delivery.
(Seat Pack to be bought separately)

ROSE GOLD
519002413

MATT BLACK
519002411

CHROME WITH BROWN DETAILS
519002409

CHROME WITH BLACK DETAILS
519003519
MIOS LUX SEAT

From birth up to 17 kg (approx. 4 years)

REVERSIBLE SEAT UNIT
Can be installed to face forward or rearward

HEAD CUSHION
Soft and comfy for extra comfort

PADDED HARNESS
Soft and cozy for extra comfort

MESH SEAT BACK
Light and breathable

COMFORT INLAY
Comfy on both warm and cold days

EXTENDABLE XXL SUN CANOPY
With UPF50+ sun protection and viewing window

MEMORY BUTTONS
Seat unit can be clicked on and off with ease

LEGREST
Individually adjustable to three positions

RECLINE FUNCTION
Can be reclined into four positions, including completely flat, using only one hand (for use from birth)
MIOS SEAT PACK

INFORMATION: measurements folded incl. LUX Seat and Seat Pack (incl. wheels): L 650 x W 500 x H 290; weight: 9.9 kg

COLOURS SEAT PACK
(includes sun canopy, harness padding, comfort inlays, head cushion and the legrest cover)

- PREMIUM BLACK
  - 519002433

- FANCY PINK
  - 519002441

- TRUE RED
  - 519002439

- MANHATTAN GREY
  - 519002435

- INDIGO BLUE
  - 519002437
MIOS LUX CARRY COT

From birth up to 9 kg (approx. 6 months)

SUN CANOPY
With UPF50+ sun protection

INTEGRATED CARRY HANDLE
Integrated in sun canopy for balanced carrying

EXTENDABLE VISOR
For extra shade

PANORMA VIEW AND SKY VIEW
2 different mesh windows for improved air circulation and a great view

MEMORY BUTTONS
For easily clicking the MIOS LUX Carry Cot on and off

BREATHEABLE MATTRESS
For maximum comfort and health

INTERIOR
100% cotton
INFORMATION: measurements MIOS LUX Carry Cot in mm: L 830 x W 410 x H 580 (open sun canopy); closed sun canopy: L 830 x W 410 x H 300; weight MIOS LUX Carry Cot: 4.2 kg

RAINCOVER INCLUDED

COLOURS

PREMIUM BLACK
519002483

FANCY PINK
519002491

MANHATTAN GREY
519002485

TRUE RED
519002489

INDIGO BLUE
519002487
LITE COT

From birth up to 17 kg (approx. 4 years) for PRIAM, e-PRIAM and MIOS

BREATHABLE MATTRESS
For extra comfort

SEAT LINER
Can be used separately

WINDSTOPPER
Optimal all-round protection against wind, cold, rain and sunshine

INTERIOR

NEW

CYBEX PLATINUM

NEW
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INFORMATION: measurements MiOS frame folded up with LUX Seat, Seat Pack and LITE Cot (incl. wheels): L 750 x W 500 x H 330; weight: 10.8 kg
A familiar voice, cosy warmth and that unique odour – a baby carrier intensifies that important bond between parent and child from birth. »Babywearing« nurtures a deep sense of trust between parent and infant, while stimulating the child’s cognitive development. The correct carrying method places the infant in the healthy spread-squat position, helping the joints to develop. A baby carrier provides you with almost unlimited mobility: while your baby is in a snug and safe place, your hands are free to deal with the challenges of fast, urban life. The YEMA is now available in 2 versions: YEMA TIE for easy individual adjustment and YEMA CLICK for fast click-on & off – fitting your personal needs perfectly.
Babies can be carried facing the chest from birth. The baby carrier encourages the correct posture in the spread-squat position, which can help the hip joints to develop correctly.

Babies that can hold their own head up (from around 3–4 months) can also be carried in the side position. This allows them to rest against mum’s shoulder while taking in their surroundings.

Babies with good head and upper body control (from around 6 months) can be carried in the YEMA on the back, making it easy for parents to bear the baby’s weight.

From newborn to toddler (approx. 3.5 – 15 kg) with three carrying positions: in front, on the side or on the back.
FUNCTIONS

The YEMA TIE from the CYBEX Platinum range is a new generation of fashionable baby carriers, expertly combining ergonomics and comfort with quality you can count on. The carrier’s easy and intuitive tying function ensures a perfect fit for parents of all shapes and sizes.

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL HEAD AND NECK SUPPORT
For babies of every size

ERGONOMIC SEATING
With adjustable panel width inside the waist belt

SOFT PADDED WAIST BELT
For long-wearing comfort with security loop

100% WRAP-LIKE COTTON FABRIC
To fit different-sized children and offer optimum support

COMFORTABLY PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS
With optional crossed or parallel function

ICONIC AND DECORATIVE WINGS

TIE'S SPECIAL
Easy and intuitive fit for parents of all shapes and sizes
YEMA TIE

COLOURS

DENIM STARDUST BLACK
517000404

DENIM MIDNIGHT BLUE
517000406

DENIM MANHATTAN GREY
517000408

LEATHER-LOOK STARDUST BLACK
517000963
FUNCTIONS

The YEMA CLICK is a new generation of fashionable baby carriers, expertly combining ergonomics and comfort with quality you can count on. The carrier’s smart click-on and off system ensures easy and fast handling.
YEMA CLICK

COLOURS

DENIM STARDUST BLACK
518000658

DENIM MIDNIGHT BLUE
518000660

DENIM MANHATTAN GREY
518000662

LEATHER-LOOK STARDUST BLACK
518000655
REBELLIOUS FASHION COLLECTION

Courage, engagement, optimism and confidence – these are qualities that distinguish modern, self-confident women and trendsetters from followers. Challenging the status quo, thinking outside the box and embracing innovation are defining traits of young and ambitious women today. The new CYBEX Platinum “Rebellious” Fashion Collection transforms this way of life into a stylish and luxurious design statement – full of spirit and sophistication. Inspired by fashionable non-conformists of our time, CYBEX interprets the latest trends with expertise, elegance and a clear message. Vivid colours, clever appliqués, top quality and fresh chic style make the CYBEX “Rebellious” line a cutting-edge fashion statement for bold, active women celebrating life with their children. Rise and shine!

NEW

TRAVEL SYSTEM REBELLIOUS
The CYBEX PRIAM and MIOS Platinum 3-in-1 travel systems enable three different uses: with matching LUX Carry Cot, with one of the award-winning CYBEX infant car seats, and later as a luxurious stroller with a reversible seat unit.
The YEMA TIE REBELLIOUS baby carrier is an immediate eye-catcher with its contemporary, bold design, making it the perfect fashion companion for modern, self-confident parents.

The Cloud Z is now available in the »Rebellious« collection with premium appliqués and bold colours. The infant car seat is a perfect symbiosis of safety and fashionable design.

The Footmuff is made of soft fleece lining and fits perfectly in all PRIAM and MIOS models.
KOI FASHION COLLECTION

Crystallised. Calmness. Strength and happiness. The new CYBEX Fashion Collection KOI blends the symbolism of the enigmatic underwater creature of Japanese mythology with state-of-the-art technology, materials and tailoring. Just like the underwater jewel itself, modern and fashion-conscious parents can go with the flow of the metropolis thanks to CYBEX »KOI«. Premium appliqués and embroidery on a unique reflecting, crystal-silver material harmonise perfectly with all major prêt-à-porter lines. The new PRIAM, MIOS, Cloud Z, YEMA TIE and matching accessories bring this colourful aquatic animal to life, while helping little ones drift off into fanciful dreams.

TRAVEL SYSTEM KOI

The CYBEX PRIAM and MIOS Platinum 3-in-1 travel systems enable three different uses: with matching LUX Carry Cot, with one of the award-winning CYBEX infant car seats, and later as a luxurious stroller with a reversible seat unit.
The YEMA TIE is a fanciful fashion statement that expertly combines ergonomics and comfort with quality you can count on. The diagonally elastic wrap-like fabric supports baby’s head and naturally rounded back.

The Cloud Z KOI comes with premium appliqués on a unique reflecting, crystal-silver material. The infant car seat is a perfect symbiosis of safety and fashionable design.

The premium reflecting crystal-silver fabric transports you to the mythology of enigmatic Japanese underwater creatures.

The stylish footmuff with cozy fleece lining scores extra points with its «KOI» embroidery and fits perfectly in the PRIAM and MIOS strollers. Water-repellent material protects against wind, rain and cold.

The cozy blanket with crystal-silver material is perfect for keeping your baby happy and warm. The knitted blanket is easy to clean and is machine-washable.
Follow nature’s path. Nature springs to life in the new Birds of Paradise collection as CYBEX transports vivid and exotic wildlife into the big city. Shimmering and colourful parrots and plants are added as elaborate embroidery to the PRIAM LUX Seat and LUX Carry Cot, MIOS LUX Seat and LUX Carry Cot, Cloud Z, YEMA TIE and numerous accessories of the CYBEX Platinum Range. Drawing inspiration from the latest catwalk trends from across the world, this new collection is the ultimate fashion statement.

The CYBEX PRIAM and MIOS Platinum 3-in-1 travel systems enable three different uses: with matching LUX Carry Cot, with one of the award-winning CYBEX infant car seats, and later as a luxurious stroller with a reversible seat unit.
The YEMA TIE with its tropical jungle print and parrot embroidery is a new generation of fashionable baby carriers, expertly combining ergonomics and comfort with quality you can count on.

The Cloud Z is now available in the »Birds of Paradise« collection with colourful parrot embroidery. The infant car seat is a perfect symbiosis of safety and fashionable design.

The parasol with »Birds of Paradise« print can be attached to the frame and offers extra shade and sun protection.

The high-quality fabric with tropical jungle print shines through the glowing parrot embroidery for a real fashion statement.

The stylish footmuff with cozy fleece lining scores extra points with its »Birds of Paradise« print and parrot embroidery. It fits perfectly in the PRIAM and MIOS strollers. Water-repellent material protects against wind, rain and cold.

The stylish baby bag in jungle print transforms into a backpack. It comes with a changing mat, a wet compartment, multi-functional storage pockets and even a removable clutch bag.

The cozy blanket with tropical print is perfect for keeping your baby happy and warm. The blanket has soft fleece on one side and a knitted liner on the other. It is easy to clean and is machine-washable.
Renowned for challenging conventions to the core, American designer Jeremy Scott breaks the design customs of the fashion world, creating works of art that are visually extravagant and also functional. Having dressed various superstars such as Rihanna, Katy Perry and Miley Cyrus, as well as a renowned collaboration with the sportswear label adidas, the Creative Director of Moschino offers a second cooperation with CYBEX.

**JEREMY SCOTT TRAVEL SYSTEM**

The CYBEX PRIAM and MIOS Platinum 3-in-1 travel systems enable three different uses: with matching LUX Carry Cot, with the award-winning Cloud Z infant car seat, and later as a luxurious stroller with a reversible seat unit.

**JEREMY SCOTT WINGS**

- CLOUD Z
  
  (shown on MIOS frame)
  
  519003113

- PRIAM

  519001979

- PRIAM LUX CARRY COT
  
  (shown on PRIAM frame)
  
  519002009

- MIOS

  519002033

- MIOS LUX CARRY COT
  
  (shown on MIOS frame)
  
  519002063
The YEMA TIE from the CYBEX by Jeremy Scott Capsule Collection is a new generation of fashionable baby carriers, expertly combining ergonomics and comfort with quality you can count on. With its golden wings your little angel will be carried in style!

The Cloud Z is a perfect symbiosis of safety and fashionable design and completes your Jeremy Scott 3-in-1 travel system.

The smart colour combination of black with gold details gives the Jeremy Scott "Capsule Collection" extra sparkle and the little ones wings.

Black and adorned with gold details, the useful CYBEX changing bag by Jeremy Scott comes with a wet compartment, bottle holder, changing mat and additional outside pocket with a beautiful wing-shaped gold zipper puller.

The CYBEX footmuff by Jeremy Scott offers protection against wind, rain and cold. Made from easy-care fabrics with a cozy lining, this spacious footmuff has a plastic insert to prevent soiling from shoes.
The third collaboration CYBEX × Jeremy Scott is called «Cherubs» and combines humorous adaptations of classical motifs with a striking colour palette. By revamping the new PRIAM, MIOS, YEMA TIE and CLOUD Z, Jeremy has created urban design pieces that turn the vitality of childhood into an effortless and modern style statement. The result? A CYBEX that gives you wings.

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS BLUE**

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS PRIAM**

PRIAM 519001981

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS PRIAM LUX CARRY COT**

PRIAM LUX CARRY COT 519002011

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS CLOUD Z**

CLOUD Z 519003119

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS MIOS**

MIOS 519002035

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS MIOS LUX CARRY COT**

MIOS LUX CARRY COT 519002065

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS TRAVEL SYSTEM**

The CYBEX PRIAM and MIOS Platinum 3-in-1 travel systems enable three different uses: with matching LUX Carry Cot, with the award-winning Cloud Z infant car seat, and later as a luxurious stroller with a reversible seat unit.
The CLOUD Z can be switched to an ergonomic lie-flat recline position once outside your vehicle. Take advantage of its XXL foldaway sun canopy and watch your child grow with the seat thanks to a height-adjustable headrest. Jeremy Scott’s ‘Cherubs’ collection has taken the CLOUD Z even further with his playful and provocative artistry to create a car seat that will be envied by fashionistas everywhere.

The new CYBEX × Jeremy Scott ‘Cherubs’ collection combines playful imagery, graceful embellishments and a breathtaking light blue to deliver a memorable fashion statement.

If your travel gear should offer perfect ergonomics and comfort with unparalleled design and quality, the YEMA TIE from CYBEX’s new Jeremy Scott ‘Cherubs’ collection will meet all your expectations. Confident patterns and colourways, a warm and fluffy lining and high-quality workmanship will make you smile.

Protection and cosiness are of paramount importance for your little snugglers. The CYBEX footmuff by Jeremy Scott offers all possible safety and softness to keep your baby warm and secure. A plastic insert prevents your footmuff from soiling.

Do you like fashion with a twist? Let the good times roll with the new CYBEX changing bag by Jeremy Scott. Romantic motifs, bold colourways and a bunch of smart features make this bag your everyday helper on the catwalk of life.

If your travel gear should offer perfect ergonomics and comfort with unparalleled design and quality, the YEMA TIE from CYBEX’s new Jeremy Scott ‘Cherubs’ collection will meet all your expectations. Confident patterns and colourways, a warm and fluffy lining and high-quality workmanship will make you smile.

Do you like fashion with a twist? Let the good times roll with the new CYBEX changing bag by Jeremy Scott. Romantic motifs, bold colourways and a bunch of smart features make this bag your everyday helper on the catwalk of life.

Protection and cosiness are of paramount importance for your little snugglers. The CYBEX footmuff by Jeremy Scott offers all possible safety and softness to keep your baby warm and secure. A plastic insert prevents your footmuff from soiling.
The third collaboration CYBEX × Jeremy Scott is called »Cherubs« and combines humorous adaptations of classical motifs with a striking colour palette. By revamping the new PRIAM, MIOS, YEMA TIE and CLOUD Z, Jeremy has created urban design pieces that turn the vitality of childhood into an effortless and modern style statement. The result? A CYBEX that gives you wings.

**JEREMY SCOTT CHERUBS PINK**

The CYBEX PRIAM and MIOS Platinum 3-in-1 travel systems enable three different uses: with matching LUX Carry Cot, with the award-winning Cloud Z infant car seat, and later as a luxurious stroller with a reversible seat unit.
YEMA TIE CHERUBS
518001403
From newborn to toddler (3.5 – 15 kg)

The YEMA TIE from CYBEX’s new Jeremy Scott «Cherubs» collection offers ergonomics and comfort with unparalleled design and quality you can count on. The urban angel and golden wing prints will put a smile on your face and keep you and your precious baby closer than ever.

CLOUD Z CHERUBS
519003125
45 – 87 cm, up to 13 kg
(from birth up to approx. 18 months)

The CLOUD Z can be switched to an ergonomic lie-flat recline position once outside your vehicle. Take advantage of its XXL foldaway sun canopy and watch your child grow with the seat thanks to a height-adjustable headrest. Jeremy Scott’s «Cherubs» collection has taken the CLOUD Z even further with his playful and provocative artistry to create a car seat that will be envied by fashionistas everywhere.

CHANGING BAG CHERUBS
518001414

The CYBEX changing bag by Jeremy Scott stands out due to its angel print and attention to detail. It comes with a wet compartment, bottle holder and changing mat, as well as an additional outside pocket featuring a beautiful wing-shaped gold zipper.

FOOTMUFF CHERUBS
518001410

The CYBEX footmuff by Jeremy Scott offers protection against wind, rain and cold. Made from easy-care fabrics with a cozy lining, this spacious footmuff keeps your baby warm and offers a plastic insert to prevent your footmuff from soiling.

The new CYBEX × Jeremy Scott «Cherubs» collection combines playful imagery, graceful embellishments and a breathtaking light pink to deliver a memorable fashion statement.
The sweeping expanse of the universe, where stars, planets and galaxies move beyond space and time in an everlasting dance with gravity was fashion’s new shooting star Anna K’s inspiration for her SPACE ROCKET collection for CYBEX. The interaction between softness and power, cocooning and exploring is reflected in the new editions of MIOS, PRIAM, YEMA TIE and CLOUD Z - intergalactic space capsules for little urban star hunters. Every walk turns into an individual orbit for metropolitans. The countdown is on. Bon voyage!

ANNA K TRAVEL SYSTEM

The CYBEX PRIAM and MIOS Platinum 3-in-1 travel systems enable three different uses: with matching LUX Carry Cot, with one of the award-winning CYBEX infant car seats, and later as a luxurious stroller with a reversible seat unit.
The Cloud Z is available in the «Anna K» collection with space print and intergalactic appliqués. The infant car seat is a perfect symbiosis of safety and fashionable design.

The YEMA TIE is an intergalactic fashion statement that expertly combines ergonomics and comfort with quality you can count on. The diagonal-elastic wrap-like fabric supports baby’s head and naturally rounded back.

The high-quality fabric is embellished with appliqués as planets, rockets and stars and takes parents and children to the sweeping expanse of the universe.

The stylish footmuff with cozy fleece lining scores extra points with its intergalactic print. It is compatible with the PRIAM and MIOS strollers. The water-repellent material protects against wind, rain and cold.

The cozy blanket is knitted with a beautiful Jacquard technique which supports the theme SPACE. It’s easy to clean machine-washable.
The CYBEX for Scuderia Ferrari collection of car seats, strollers and baby carriers features unmistakable Ferrari accents. The Platinum line offers a contemporary design, using premium materials and finishes such as the leather look in silver grey with racing red colour accents.
The high-quality fabric comes in elegant colours and a made-to-last material.
The CYBEX for Scuderia Ferrari collection of car seats, strollers and baby carriers features unmistakable Ferrari accents. The Platinum line offers a contemporary design, using premium materials and finishes such as the leather look in victory black with racing red colour accents.
The high-quality fabric comes in elegant colours and a made to last material.
For the first time, CYBEX is connecting with the world of interior design. With the launch of a furniture line and a colourful accessory line that includes a highchair, everything is redesigned to fit seamlessly into the parents’ lifestyle. Leading this exciting collection is the internationally celebrated product and interior designer, Moooi owner and industry rebel Marcel Wanders. The »Parent’s Collection« is sophisticated yet playful, allowing parents to continue their cultured lives – even with little ones in tow. To go one step further, the new range also lets mums and dads pass on their creativity to the next generation through design-forward furniture that smoothly integrates, creating a dream environment in the home.
HIGHCHAIR

BY MARCEL WANDERS

Make every meal memorable with our iconic wooden highchair, exquisitely designed for comfort and style. Suitable from 6 months up to 3 years (15 kg), the chair is easily adaptable and features a removable snack and play tray, a harness system and a safety bar. The footrest can be adjusted to the preferred height so your little one will always be comfortable. This outstanding highchair is made from a beechwood frame, chrome-plated steel parts along with an ergonomic, durable plastic seat shell which supports a luxurious cushion that is lavishly embroidered and attached on the back with an iconic flower screw. Who knew mealtimes could be so stylish?

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 520 x W 550 x H 850; seat height: 570
BOUNCER

BY MARCEL WANDEMRS

This chic bouncer is the perfect multi-tasker, great for bouncing, playing or drifting off to sleep. Suitable from birth up to 15 kg (approx. 3 years), it has the distinctive appearance of this global designer, and is made using top quality materials, chrome-plated steel parts and beech wood.

It isn't just a style piece though; the bouncer is practical too. With a 3-point harness attachment, your little one can bounce independently and safely, plus you can adjust it to two positions. To top it off, the iconic flower screw makes the collection a stylish must-have for any home. The sun canopy accessory is perfect for days of fun bouncing outside on the terrace.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm:
upright position: L 570 x W 500 x H 550; reclining position: L 570 x W 500 x H 390
ROCKER

BY MARCEL WANDERS

Enjoy moments of bliss with your child as they relax in the Rocker. The baby rocker, featuring a swing function, is Marcel Wanders’ modern interpretation of the classic rocking chair. Suitable from birth to a weight of 15 kg (about 3 years) the Rocker is made from high-quality materials such as decorative beechwood and a classy chrome-plated steel frame. The elaborately embroidered cushion, coupled with the iconic flower-shaped screw on the back, is not only a calm oasis for kids, but also a real design object for the home. What is more, the 3-point harness and the anti-slip feature ensure that your child can safely swing in the house or, on a warm day, on the terrace.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 720 x W 430 x H 380

SUN CANOPY
(AVAILABLE AS ACCESSORY) 517000294

HIPPIE WRESTLER 517000277

GRAFFITI 517000275

LOVE GURU 517000273

SPACE PILOT 517000279
HAUSSCHWEIN

BY MARCEL WANDERS

Let your little one enter a fairy-tale world with this delightful companion, a storage piggy! Great as an extra storage space for all ages, simply remove the nose and store toys or games inside. With a quilted pattern on its hindquarters and available in a sleek matt black or white finish, this endearing piggy is a charming and stylish addition to any home.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 745 × W 338 × H 401
MONSTER TOYS

BY MARCEL WANDERS

Inspired by the charming embroidery on the highchair, our hand puppet collectibles are fun for the whole family. Each of the four characters has a unique appearance and story, so your little one’s imagination can run wild. Check out their wonderful expressions, each one more special and colourful than the last! Delight your baby with these mini cuddle toys and let the dreams begin.

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 010 x W 210 x H 213
A PERFECT FAMILY

Outstanding safety and quality, contemporary design and intelligent functionality: the CYBEX PLATINUM child car seats.
CLOUD Z

i-Size UN R129/02, 45 cm – 87 cm, max. 13 kg (from birth up to approx. 18 months)

**L. S. P. System**
The telescopic Linear Side-impact Protection reduces the force of a side-impact collision in combination with the energy-absorbing shell.

**Energy-Absorbing Shell**
The flexible structure of the material absorbs the forces of a side-impact collision and protects the baby.

**Integrated XXL Fold Away Sun Canopy in Cover Colour**
Perfect sun and wind protection with UPF50+

**11-Position Height-Adjustable Headrest**
With integrated harness guide for protection that grows with the child.

**Extra-Wide Y-Harness**
With a soft belt and crotch pads.

**Removable Newborn Inlay**
Ensures a near-flat lying position and can reduce the risk of the head falling forward while asleep.

**Reclining Backrest**
Ergonomic lie-flat position outside the car.

**Base Z**
One Base for two seats

**Isofix**
Extra stability and safety.

**Height-Adjustable Load Leg**
Enhanced stability

**180° Rotation**
Allows for an easy change between rear and forward-facing, as well as a comfortable entry and exit position.

**Cloud Z**

i-Size UN R129/02, 45 cm – 87 cm, max. 13 kg (from birth up to approx. 18 months)
CLOUD Z

The soft comfort version of the Cloud Z collection is available in five colour combinations.

STARDUST BLACK
518000768
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001574
WITH BASE Z
518001949
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001621

AUTUMN GOLD
518000776
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001580
WITH BASE Z
518001957
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001627

MIDNIGHT BLUE
518000772
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001576
WITH BASE Z
518001953
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001623

PASSION PINK
518000778
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001582
WITH BASE Z
518001959
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001629

MANHATTAN GREY
518000774
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001578
WITH BASE Z
518001955
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001625

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH
STARDUST BLACK
519001400
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001604
WITH BASE Z
519001417
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001651

AUTUMN GOLD
519002976
WITH SENSORSAFE
519002988
WITH BASE Z
519002995
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519003007

MIDNIGHT BLUE
519001402
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001606
WITH BASE Z
519001419
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001653

PASSION PINK
519002978
WITH SENSORSAFE
519002990
WITH BASE Z
519002997
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519003009

MANHATTAN GREY
519001404
WITH SENSORSAFE
519001608
WITH BASE Z
519001421
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE
519001655

The Cloud Z Plus fabric collection gets its unique appearance from an exclusive, very hard-wearing fabric with a twill effect in a denim look. It is available in five different colour combinations.
SIRONA Z

i-Size UN R129/02, 45 – 105 cm, max. 18 kg
(from birth to approx. 4 years)

CENTRAL ONE-PULL HARNESS SYSTEM
Comfortable and safe fastening

ONE-HAND RECLINING FUNCTION
For an excellent sleep and a relaxed journey

ER-TECH – ENERGY REDUCTION TECHNOLOGY*
Reduces the strain on the neck in the event of a front impact (forward-facing driving direction)

ONE-CLICK INSTALLATION WITH ISOFIX
Increased safety and simple installation that requires no additional fastening

12-POSITION HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST
With integrated harness guide for protection that grows with the child

L.S.P. SYSTEM
The Linear Side-impact Protection System absorbs energy in a side-impact collision

MAGNETIC BELT HOLDER
For easy boarding

DRIVING DIRECTION CONTROL*
Prevents children from travelling in the forward-facing position before min. 16 months of age and min. height of 76 cm

BASE Z
One Base for two seats

ISOFIX
Extra stability and safety

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE LOAD LEG
Enhanced stability

360° ROTATION
Allows for an easy change between rear and forward-facing, as well as a comfortable entry and exit position (Sirona Z R: 180° rotation)
SIRONA Z

The soft comfort version of the Sirona Z collection is available in five colour combinations.

**STARDUST BLACK**  
518000803  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001669  
MIT BASE Z  
518001985  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001717

**AUTUMN GOLD**  
518000811  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001675  
WITH BASE Z  
518001993  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001723

**MIDNIGHT BLUE**  
518000807  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001671  
WITH BASE Z  
518001989  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001719

**PASSION PINK**  
518000813  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001677  
WITH BASE Z  
518001995  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001725

**MANHATTAN GREY**  
518000809  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001673  
WITH BASE Z  
518001991  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001721

**SIRONA Z R**  
519003271

The Sirona Z Plus fabric collection gets its characteristic denim look from our exclusive and hard-wearing twill effect fabric. It is available in five different colour combinations.

**STARDUST BLACK**  
519001435  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001699  
WITH BASE Z  
519001447  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001747

**AUTUMN GOLD**  
519003015  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519003023  
WITH BASE Z  
519003027  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519003035

**MIDNIGHT BLUE**  
519001437  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001701  
WITH BASE Z  
519001449  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001749

**PASSION PINK**  
519003017  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519003025  
WITH BASE Z  
519003029  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519003037

**MANHATTAN GREY**  
519001439  
WITH SENSORSAFE  
519001703  
WITH BASE Z  
519001451  
WITH BASE Z AND SENSORSAFE  
519001751

**INFORMATION:** measurements in mm: L 715 x W 430 x H 670; weight: 15 kg
SIRONA Q

i-Size UN R129, 45 – 105 cm, max. 18 kg (from birth to approx. 4 years)

**NEWBORN INLAY INCLUDED**

**CENTRAL ONE-PULL HARNESS SYSTEM**
Comfortable and safe fastening

**ONE-HAND RECLINING FUNCTION**
For an excellent sleep and a relaxed journey

**REBOUND BAR**
For maximum protection in the event of a rear collision (when used rear-facing)

**ONE-CLICK INSTALLATION WITH ISOFIX**
Increased safety and simple installation that requires no additional fastening

**12-POSITION HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE HEADREST**
Simple and quick adjustment for a perfect fit

**TELESCOPIC L. S. P. SYSTEM**
The telescopic Linear Side-impact Protection reduces the force of a side-impact collision in combination with the head and shoulder protectors

**MAGNETIC BELT HOLDER**
For easy boarding

**360° ROTATION**
Allows for an easy change between rear and forward-facing, as well as a comfortable entry and exit position

**DEPTH-ADJUSTABLE IMPACT SHIELD**
When used front-facing (from min. 16 months and 76 cm)
SIRONA Q

The soft comfort version of the Sirona Q collection is available in three colour combinations.

STARDUST BLACK
517000641

MIDNIGHT BLUE
517000645

AUTUMN GOLD
517000649

The Sirona Q Plus fabric collection gets its characteristic denim look from our exclusive and hard-wearing twill effect fabric. It is available in three different colour combinations.

STARDUST BLACK
518000173

MIDNIGHT BLUE
518000175

MANHATTAN GREY
518000177

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 710 x W 440 x H 635; weight: 15 kg
SOLUTION Z-FIX

UN R44/04, Gr. 2/3, 15 – 36 kg (approx. 3 to 12 years)

**OPTIMISED RECLINING HEADREST (PATENTED)**
Prevents the child’s head from falling forward when asleep

**AUTOMATIC HEIGHT AND WIDTH ADJUSTMENT (12 POSITIONS)**
Head and shoulder protectors grow with the child for a more comfortable fit

**AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM**
Helps maintain a comfortable seating temperature, even on hot days

**CYBEX SAFETY PADS**
Additional protection in the event of a side-impact collision

**OPTIMISED LINEAR SIDE-IMPACT PROTECTION (L. S. P. SYSTEM PLUS)**
The head is actively guided into a safe position

**RECLINING BACKREST**
Perfectly adjusts to the vehicle seat

**ISOFIX CONNECT**
Extra stability and safety

**3-POSITION RECLINING HEADREST**

The CYBEX patented 3-position reclining headrest shifts the balance point of the child’s head slightly back and prevents the head from falling forward when the child is asleep. In the event of a side-impact collision, the child’s head remains within the safety zone of the seat, ensuring maximum protection. The patented head protection ensures a more comfortable sleeping position and enhanced safety compared to conventional systems.
SOLUTION Z-FIX

The soft comfort version of the Solution Z-Fix collection is available in five colour combinations.

STARDUST BLACK
518000828

MIDNIGHT BLUE
518000832

MANHATTAN GREY
518000834

AUTUMN GOLD
518000836

PASSION PINK
518000838

The Solution Z-Fix Plus fabric collection gets its unique appearance from an exclusive, very hard-wearing fabric with a twill effect in a denim look. It is available in five different colour combinations.

STARDUST BLACK
519001460

MIDNIGHT BLUE
519001462

MANHATTAN GREY
519001464

AUTUMN GOLD
519003040

PASSION PINK
519003042

INFORMATION: measurements in mm: L 405 x W 530 x H 625; weight: 7.2 kg
ACCESSORIES

The elegant PLATINUM Footmuff offers a comfortable and cosy fleece lining to keep your little one warm. The upper materials feature leather-look appliqués and are a perfect match with the fashionable design of the PRIAM and MIOS strollers. Water-repellent materials protect from the cold, wind and rain.

PLATINUM FOOTMUFF

FABRICS

MANHATTAN GREY
519001936

PREMIUM BLACK
519001934

FANCY PINK
519001942

INDIGO BLUE
519001938

TRUE RED
519001940
The fabulous PLATINUM Changing Bags come with a removable thermal bottle holder, a changing mat and a wet compartment.

PRIAM CHANGING BAG

PRIAM FRONT WHEEL SET
ROUGH TERRAIN

Converts your PRIAM or e-PRIAM into a rough terrain pram.

e-PRIAM BATTERY
To let you enjoy extra-long walks

MIOS CHANGING BAG

PRIAM CHANGING BAG

PRIAM FRONT WHEEL SET
ROUGH TERRAIN

Converts your PRIAM or e-PRIAM into a rough terrain pram.

e-PRIAM BATTERY
To let you enjoy extra-long walks

MIOS CHANGING BAG
**PARASOL**
The adjustable parasol can be attached to the frame and offers the child UPF50+ protection.

**INSECT NET LUX SEAT**
Optimal protection against insects. Thanks to the elastic material, it fits the PRIAM and MIOS perfectly.

![Parasol Image](image1)

![Insect Net Image](image2)

**CUP HOLDER**
The cup holder can be easily attached to either side of the PRIAM, e-PRIAM and MIOS handle bar.

**SNACK TRAY**
A comfortable way for parents to transport and serve snacks while travelling with the kids.

![Cup Holder Image](image3)

![Snack Tray Image](image4)

**KID BOARD**
The Kid Board is a cool accessory perfect for older children. Easy to attach to PRIAM frames and fold away when not needed.

**SKIS**
With the ski attachment to replace the front wheels, the PRIAM and the ePRIAM are transformed into stylish snowmobiles.

![Kid Board Image](image5)
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SUMMER COVERS
Made of 85% cotton and 15% polyester. Keeps your child cool and comfortable.

SUN SHADE
Extends the XXL sun canopy for complete sun protection with UPF50+. With mesh parts for more breathability.

RAIN COVER
Wind and weather protection for all CYBEX infant car seats.

INSECT NET
Optimal protection against insects. Thanks to the elastic material, it fits all CYBEX infant car seats.

FOOTMUFF Z
Cosy fleece lining for extra comfort and magnet clips for easy opening.

CUP HOLDER
Practical cup holder for CYBEX car seats (except all infant car seats).

BASE Z
Easy and safe installation with just one click without complicated installation using the seat belt. Offers a comfortable entry and exit position.

ISOFIX GUIDES
Makes car seat installation easier while protecting fabric and leather seating. A set is included with each CYBEX ISOFIX (Connect) car seat.

FIXING BELT
The headrest of the back seat and the car seat can be connected with the fixing belt, thus preventing any movement.